Notarius’
solutions
DESCRIPTIONS

Electronic and
Digital Signatures
CertifiO Desktop
Digital signature issued by a professional association
or an employer. It certifies the signer’s identity and
professional affiliation. Once affixed, it ensures the
integrity of the information contained in an electronic
document and its authenticity.

CertifiO Cloud

Trusted electronic signature
Electronic signature with two-factor authentication
(e.g., email + text message) for greater reliability when
identifying a signer. Designed for use in ConsignO
Cloud, it automatically comes with the platform’s
digital signature. This type of signature ensures the
integrity of the information that a document contains,
as well as the document’s authenticity.

Software and Applications

Multi-platform digital signature hosted on a secure
Cloud infrastructure. Issued by a professional association or an employer, it certifies the signer’s identity
and professional affiliation. Once affixed, it ensures the
integrity of the information contained in an electronic
document and its authenticity.

ConsignO Desktop

CertifiO Departments

ConsignO Cloud

Digital signature that certifies a group of signers’
affiliation to a department, company, or organization.
When affixed to a document by an employee, it ensures
the integrity of the information contained in the document and its authenticity.

Web-based electronic signature platform that
manages the entire signing cycle for internal and
external signature projects. Designed for both businesses and governments, it provides the opportunity
to use electronic signatures according to the required
level of legal reliability.

CertifiO Organizations*
Digital signature specially designed to certify an
organization’s identity and ensure the integrity and
authenticity of the PDF documents produced by its
systems and applications. In this case, a software
application automates the affixing of the digital signature to make signing millions of documents easier.

Digital signature software with advanced features
and a PDF reader. It allows users to sign batches
of documents in a few clicks and is designed to
increase productivity while ensuring a high level
of legal reliability.

ConsignO Cloud Solo
Web-based application for affixing a CertifiO Cloud
digital signature onto a PDF to give it a high level of
legal reliability. Available for free to CertifiO Cloud
subscribers, it allows users to customize their
signature and seal appearances.
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ConsignO Cloud API

Application made up of software libraries and APIs
that integrates digital signature operations and PDF
handling within a single platform. It is designed to
personalize and automate the signing process for
large volumes of documents.

Programming interface that offers the possibility
to integrate ConsignO Cloud’s electronic signature
features into an existing application. This integration
creates a simplified and personalized signing experience for users and automates some or all of the
signing cycle for signature projects.
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About Notarius
As an enabler of digital trust, Notarius offers secured digital signatures, trusted electronic signatures and
reliable signature tools throughout North America. These solutions give electronic documents a higher level
of legal reliability than hand-signed paper documents. Notarius collaborates with more than 50 professional
associations in Canada and serves more than 4,000 organizations.

The world is going digital.
Be digitally reliable.
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